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with United Nations ECOSOC

Vision
To operate as the “Transformation Catalyst” for the world to become an
“ACCESSIBLE” and “INCLUSIVE” place where Specially Abled People enjoy
equality as human beings, opportunity to excel and contribute based on their
abilities and live with dignity and independence.

Mission
Using technology tools, create a mass movement of “CHANGE MAKERS”
with their collective THOUGHT LEADERSHIP, ACTIONS and ADVOCACY for
the EMPOWERMENT of Specially Abled People (SAP). We promote Accessibility,
Education and Employment with help of Assistive Technologies for SAP to build
an INCLUSIVE 21st century society. We enable Specially Abled People,
VOSAPians and ecosystem partners with user-friendly digital tools developed
by VOSAP and information, research and data points to strengthen advocacy
for bringing change.

VOSAP Impact
»

1,300+ lives changed with Assistive Devices and Surgical Intervention

»

Launched world’s 1st Virtual Art Gallery of 250 Artworks on theme of
‘DISABILITY' (4,200 Artists from 52 Countries Participated)

»

Growing mass movement of world’s 1st Online Community of 9,100+
Registered Volunteers sharing VOSAP mission, supporting Persons with
Disabilities

»

Engaged 3,000+ Youth (college going students) with 15+ Universities (U.C.
Berkeley, USC, Nirma University, etc.) to volunteer with VOSAP

»

Supported 3,000+ Persons with Disabilities during Covid-19 pandemic with
grocery and PPE kits

»

Rated 14,000+ public places for wheelchair accessibility in VOSAP mobile app

»

400+ people inspired to donate to VOSAP, raising $395,000 in 2020

»

2 MN+ people outreach on social media platforms, promoting VOSAP
mission, programs
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Founder’s Message: 2020
Dear Friends,
Hope you all are safe and doing well.
The Year 2020 will go down in the history as the year that started with great hopes and dreams that
quickly gave way to an unprecedented challenge with COVID-19 pandemic. Even though it has caused
loss of life at a scale not seen in recent history and spread misery across the globe, a year after, we are
more hopeful and the future looks more promising specifically because remote learning, remote
working is now well accepted by ALL. This sudden widespread emergence and acceptance of virtual
environment has created enormous opportunities to mainstream millions of Specially Abled People to
be employed, educated from remote, non-accessible places!
While future looks brighter for many Specially Abled People, we saw that the lockdowns and restrictions
imposed created the dire conditions for many of them. It prompted us to start new program on
temporary basis “Helping Hands with Grocery and PPE Kits”. Many SAP are disadvantaged in normal
situations and the lockdowns left them with no means to earn a living to feed themselves. With support
from our partners (Blind People’s Association and others) and compassionate volunteers who donated,
we distributed 3,000+ kits.
As the world pivoted online, VOSAP too expanded its advocacy with the launch of a global Virtual Art
Contest – VOSAP Art from Heart with “Disability” as theme. This helped VOSAP mission spread to 52
countries, 2+ MN people with help of social media. We could spread awareness on disability in
unprecedented scale and speed, touching many hearts! The 50 winners from 24 countries were
felicitated in the Annual event (Dec 5 th 2020). VOSAP launched world’s first VIRTUAL Art Gallery on the
theme of Disability to promote inclusion. This innovative approach of leveraging technology and art for
disability sector received many accolades including letter from Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi.
For data, research driven advocacy, VOSAP started virtual initiative, VOSAP Research Internship to
engage youth, leaders of tomorrow. 28 students from 12 reputed US universities worked on 14 research
projects related to disability sector, for 12 weeks. This unpaid program is run by compassionate
undergraduate students.
VOSAP celebrated the Annual Event (virtual off course!) with 5,000+ global audience of volunteers and
Art lovers. Jessica Cox (the world’s first armless licensed pilot!) and program Emcee, VOSAP Youth
Ambassador, Sparsh Shah (singer, motivational speaker) inspired many viewers. The program was a
record fundraiser for VOSAP with matching donation challenge from Shri Manu Shah (SMFT).
Looking back at the year 2020 and the successes that came about, I am very grateful to each and every
volunteer who has contributed time, energy, creativity and taken personal risk sometimes to help SAP in
need. The most important takeaway from the past year is “Where there is a WILL, there is a way”.
VOSAP is looking forward to continue harnessing its assets i.e. unique strengths of its compassionate
volunteers, VOSAP digital tools and support of leaders, donors to accelerate achieving UN SDGs by 2030.
As a founder, I am extremely thankful to God to have blessed us with this global transformation
opportunity and guided us to be the “Nimitt”…may our path forward be continued to be enlightened
with intellect and compassion!

ADVOCACY
VOSAP’s Advocacy aims to change the perception of Persons with Disability (PwD) by
focussing on their “Ability” to harness untapped opportunities that exist with everyone and
we need to highlight them, bring it to the notice of the masses and leaders to find sustainable
benefits to mainstream PwD in our communities.
VOSAP’s data driven advocacy, short films, infomercials, VOSAP digital tools, DII framework,
initiatives such as Art from Heart are very effective in delivering the message to the people and
decision makers.
Year 2020 provided unique virtual opportunities to expand VOSAP engagement with youth,
artists and volunteers. During 2020, the fundamental shift to remote education, remote
working has rapidly taken firm root and we see it as a Blessing in Disguise for many PwD to be
mainstreamed in a new, virtual world. VOSAP has taken several steps to harness the power of
virtual Advocacy by investing into VOSAP technology platform and social media outreach to
find VOSAPians in 52 countries.

1. Advocacy With Masses

VOSAP Art from Heart

»

Owing to the COVID19 pandemic, while stress levels were high and everyone felt
limited, restricted the unique idea of a Virtual Art contest - VOSAP Art from Heart
gave everyone an opportunity to come up with ideas of artwork depicting Disability in
its various manifestations,and was a very successful initiative. VOSAP encouraged
4,200+ artists from 52 countries, 889 cities to participate in a virtual international art
contest. These artists were challenged to understand lesser known aspects of the lives
of Persons with Disabilities and get inspired to give profound, inspiring messages
through their artwork and be the winner!

»

“VOSAP Art from Heart” digital platform reached 2+ million people around the world
and gave global exposure to Artists and helped redefine disability with vivid paintings,
drawings beautifully portraying aspirations, issues, talents, solutions, emotions of
Specially Abled People. The entries were evaluated on VOSAP Art platform by a panel
of 8 esteemed judges from US, India and UK, who volunteered to find 50 winners from
24 nations. The entries were an eclectic mix with 14% of registrations from the Artists
with disabilities. 74% of artists who participated were under the age of 30.

»

On Dec 5, during the VOSAP Annual Gala and Award Ceremony, VOSAP’s virtual, 3D
Art Gallery on Disability theme was launched with 250 artwork chosen from the Art
from Heart contest entries. The Art gallery has 4 exhibitions: Child Artist, Adult Artist,
Professional Artist and Specially Abled Artist.

2. Advocacy at United Nations
As an organization with “Special Consultative” status with UN ECOSOC, VOSAP gets
opportunities to promote inclusive perspectives in various social causes, conferences at UN.
During the 58th annual conference of Social Development (CSocD58) in NY in
February 2020, the social topic for discussion was “Affordable Housing“. VOSAP's written
statement was selected and given the opportunity to present its disability centric view point
to 180+ world leaders at the UN. The VOSAP paper brought out accessibility issues in
affordable housing in the USA. Youth team of Shivam and Manushri carried out research
and represented VOSAP at UN CSocD58 in NY.

3. Advocacy With Youth
VOSAP has a huge focus on engaging youth to understand disability and develop compassion
and be the “CHANGEMAKER” in their communities. So far 3,000+ youth have taken pledge
in VOSAP app to help Specially Abled People.

Launch of VOSAP Collegiate
During the COVID19 pandemic, whilst the entire international community was experiencing
a lockdown, VOSAP youth volunteers Manushri and Anusha stepped up their dedication and
VOSAP Collegiate was launched to start VOSAP clubs in Universities, map out for
accessibility using VOSAP app, promote policy research among undergraduate and graduate
students etc.

VOSAP Research Internship 2020
VOSAP Research Internship is an initiative to strengthen VOSAP's mission of Advocacy with
data, research, and findings so it has credibility. In 2020, 45 students applied and after a
rigorous interview process, 28 Interns (undergraduate and graduate students) from USC,
UCLA, UNC, Chapel Hill, NorthWestern, UT, Austin, Cornell, Skidmore etc. participated in
12 weeks of meticulous research internship on 14 topics related
to Disability.

Projects Undertaken
Title of Research Project

Team of Interns

1.

Legal Milestones in the Disability Sector:
An International Study on Employment

Kassidy Hamilton, Cornell
Katelyn Lee, USC

2.

Economic Returns of Nations Investing in
Specially Abled People

Caleb Li, Northwestern
Matthew You, Northwestern Sarthak Pant,
Skidmore

3.

Wall of Exclusion: The Americans With
Disability Act’s Failure to Close the
Employment Gap

Shauli Bar-On, USC

4.

Study of the Inclusion of Specially Abled People
in Corporate Advertising and
Marketing

Julia Lin, USC

5.

Inclusion of Specially Abled People in
Hollywood

Jacqueline Martinez, USC

6.

Disability Inclusion Index (DII) for
Corporations

Esha Parikh, UNC Chapel Hill
Anna Sheehan, Northwestern

7.

Disability Inclusion Index (DII) for
Universities

Nicole Elliot, UCLA

8.

Comparative Study of Assistive Technologies &
Their Use in Education

Nehali Shah, UT, Austin
Sarah Schaefer, USC

9.

Comparative Study on Accessibility Across
the United States

Nia Hammet, Unc, Charlotte
Holly McCauley, USC
Harshil Shah, High School

10.

Evolution of Inclusion In the U.S. for
Specially Abled People

Emily Kennedy, UCLA

11.

Developing an Interactive Dashboard on
Disability Population in the U.S. with Trends
Analysis

Jiawei Wang, USC

12.

Impact of Covid-19 on Measles and Rubella
Related Disabilities Following Vaccine
Campaign Postponement

Shaneel Badani, BU
Claire Post, USC
Amanda Hmelar, USC

13.

A Study on Disability Representation in Individually-Curated Video Content

Eshana Seshadri, USC

14.

Accessibility Solutions in Public
Transportation – Comparative Study of
Evolution in India and selected 5 Countries

Suhas Peela, USC
Nupur Jain, NCSU, Raleigh

No.

UC BERKELEY
VOSAP and the Data Sciences Department of UC Berkeley have joined hands to start a
strategic initiative to support the passion of highly talented students in the field of disability
by undertaking research projects that will result in data and guidelines for advocacy.
During the FALL 2020 semester 6 students were selected for VOSAP research project titled
“Why nations should invest in vaccination of women under child-bearing age against Rubella
virus?”
Approximately, 110,000 babies are born with Congenital Rubella Syndrome (CRS) per year
in the world, resulting in disability. Disabilities that are caused by rubella are preventable
with vaccination, which was invented in 1971.
The detailed research findings were to help sensitize policymakers to understand the
financial benefits of rubella vaccination. The outcome of the project is a very informative and
impressive interactive data dashboard that is now available on VOSAP website for everyone.
This comprehensive and persuasive presentation is a result of detailed analysis of Data
available from WHO, UNICEF etc.since 1981 for all the countries and other sources.
Executive Summary here : https://www.voiceofsap.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Summary.pdf

4. Advocacy with Corporations

Disability Inclusion Index : DII

»

Diversity and Inclusion as it relates to Persons with Disabilities (PwD) is gaining
attention among corporate leaders.There is a growing need for inclusion as more
people with disabilities participate in the labor force because of innovations, adoption
of several assistive technology solutions have enabled them to perform their duties.
There is a need for genuine matrix, score, methodology to baseline, benchmark
companies for their practices related to PwD.

»

The goal of the DII framework is to promote inclusion of PwDs within corporations
by providing a standardized and comprehensive framework, benchmark score to
measure its efforts in disability inclusion.Corporations can work with VOSAP, adopt
its digital tools and Centre of Excellence and achieve improvement in their DII score.

5. Advocacy For Assistive Technology
With the evolution of the internet and other assistive technologies, the 21st century has given
us all an opportunity to mainstream 1 B+ Persons with Disabilities. To harness this potential,
VOSAP has been deeply committed to be the platform to bring in all ecosystem partners
together to accelerate innovation, commercialization and adoption of assistive devices. As
part of this advocacy goal, VOSAP engaged at several high visibility platforms.

IIT guwahati
On Sep 15, 2020, VOSAP founder talked via a zoom meeting to IIT students on
occasion of TECHEXPO2020 on opportunities with Assistive Technology,
career opportunities with the disability sector, market demand etc.

VAIBHAV Summit
VAIBHAV (Vaishvik Bharatiya Vaigyanik) Summit was launched by the Hon'ble PM of India
on Oct 2. On 10th October 2020, in this summit, VOSAP Founder Pranav Desai was one of
the 4 panelists on the subject of “Assistive Technology, Disability and Ageing”. The other four
panelists were Mr. Chapal Khasnabis (WHO, Geneva); Prof. Arindam Basu (Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore); Dr. Devvarta Kumar (NIMHANS, India).

National Ability Summit
»

VOSAP Partner Varija Fashion’s initiative ‘National Ability Summit’ is an
international platform where the govt. agencies, health and educational institutions,
private sector and non-profits come together to share their best practices for the
development of the disability sector.

»

In 2020, a virtual international conference for inclusive global society was held on
Dec 2 and 3. Various dignitaries from world including Head of Accessibility
Programme & Disability Inclusion - Google, Tata Trusts India, Localisation &
Accessibility, Microsoft - India, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment -India,
Head of Digital Inclusion-AbilityNet (UK), Disability Activist, Fashion Designers etc.
were present.

»

VOSAP Founder Pranav Desai addressed the Summit, promoting the need for physical
and digital accessibility, enabling economic expansion by main streaming the 15%
population with disabilities.

ENABLEMENT
VOSAP goal is to empower Specially Abled People. Empowerment is possible by enabling
them with customized Assistive devices (hearing aids, imported wheelchairs, tricycles,
imported daisy player, mobile phone etc.) that allow improved mobility, ability to hear,
access and ease of learning, independence, self - employment with training etc. VOSAP also
started enabling the visually impaired with surgical intervention whose disability can be
reduced or cured.
Assistive technology tools and Surgical Interventions allows individuals to overcome their
physical limitations and be able to have productive, independent, and dignified lives. It
facilitates active participation in work and civic life. In the year 2020, the in- person
distribution of devices was greatly restricted due to the COVID pandemic but before the
onset of the lockdowns. VOSAP enabled over 100 visually impaired students with Assistive
Devices. VOSAP started a new program, under which 600 visually impaired people were
helped with surgical interventions. VOSAP thanks its partner in India - Blind People’s
Association leadership (Dr Bhushan Punani and team) and every volunteer who worked for
months to find genuine beneficiaries, local hosts in Surat, Vadodara to join hands with
VOSAP mission.

Enablement

1. Assistive device Distribution at Surat

In the tribal region in Dang District of southern Gujarat, there are very few facilities for
people with disabilities. VOSAP extended its enablement program and facilitated students
of the Andhjan Shala Shivalimal, district Dang; a residential school for Visually and
Physically Impaired students that provides the students with education, residential facilities
and care. On January 7, 2020, VOSAP enabled 37 Visually Impaired students of this School
and provided Samsung Galaxy A10 Smartphone and Daisy Player where VOSAP donor Shri
Kiritbhai and Nilamben Gajera (USA) were present as Chief Guest for the event with family
members and friends.
The smartphone or Daisy player are used by students with visual impairment for learning
the curriculum, research, getting to know the world, enjoyment and interacting with other
people socially. They are also commonly utilized by students to record and check ideas
among themselves to apply smartphones efficiently. Access to audio books have helped them
to gain knowledge about literature, current affairs, competitive exams arrangements and
preparation etc. giving them added confidence and boost in their outlook of life. It was a
timely help as they all scored very well during lockdown.

Enablement

2. Assistive device Distribution at Vadodara

35 visually impaired students of rural Vadodara, residents of Lions Blind School were given
Samsung smart phones and Daisy players (Angel E10, E5 models). This event was organized
at Kalyanraiji Haveli and P. P. Dwarkeshlalji was the Chief Guest who distributed these
devices to these 35 girl students. Dr Divyangbhai Patel, VOSAP donor and volunteer from
San Jose was Guest of Honor for this event. The impact and long term life change that these
devices are able to produce in each and every life is huge because they come from rural and
poor areas of Vadodara district, living in Govt Hostel and for them these high tech devices
are too expensive and beyond reach. We thank our donors for each life they have enabled.
Each event gives VOSAPians on the ground the opportunity to speak, engage and learn a lot
from these high spirited Divyang youth while finding a sense of purpose,
satisfaction and happiness.

Enablement

3. Surgical Interventions

Surgical Interventions can correct impairments or prevent or limit
deformities and complications that can be associated with lifelong
disability. For instance, removal of cataracts which are causing
blurred vision, orthopaedic surgical procedures to deal with fractures
or deformities and reconstructive surgical procedures at the right
time alleviate issues that can get debilitating with growing age.
VOSAP in partnership BPA has been engaged in enabling people with
Surgical Intervention or the ‘Gift of Vision’ and in 2020 with COVID
restrictions, we are very proud to report that 600 people in Gujarat
were able to avail of the benefits of this program with minimal cost
and risk.

Enablement

4. Inspiring examples as how Life changed with Assistive Devices

There are several heart warming, emotionally moving experiences and stories of our
beneficiaries’ life changing for the better after they receive Assistive devices from
Voice of SAP camps. We are happy to share some of those unique examples with you.
Our volunteers talk to them from time to time and their feedback is uplifting,
inspiring all of us in the US to do even more!
Arvindbhai Gamtibhai Vaghri, the head of
the family of 9 is physically challenged.
Arvindbhai received a tricycle from Voice of
SAP, getting the tricycle was so empowering
for him that he said, “I will sell Garlic on this
Tricycle all over Amraiwadi and surrounding
areas”. Today thanks to the tricycle and his
hard work, he is selling “Garlic on Wheels,”
going to the doorsteps of homes and earns
Rupees 6,000 to Rs 7,000 per month.

Harshadkumar Dabhi, Visually Impaired,
believes that he will succeed in getting a
government job with his hardwork and
dedication in preparing for the qualifying
exam. After receiving the assistive device –
Daisy Player, he is able to concentrate more
on his study. He said, “Using braille books
for studying becomes tiresome sometimes.
Studying using “Daisy Player” makes it easy
and fun. He is aspiring to become class II
officer in Government.

Enablement

4. Inspiring examples as how Life changed with Assistive Devices

Palak Desai, 100% visually impaired, 11th
standard student in tribal district of Dang,
Gujarat received Samsung smartphone in
January 2020. Thanks to the amazing
connectivity of the internet, VOSAP team
conducted a zoom call with her and saw
the spark, confidence and aspirations to
become a Historian. She uses smartphone
to listen to audio books, download study
materials from an online library. She has
learnt how to operate computers and
typewriters. She is also helping other
students with how to use smartphones,
computers etc.

Vinodbhai Karsanbhai: He lives
in palanpur and received a tricycle
from VOSAP in December 2019.
He got mobility, started a tyre
repair shop. He is self dependent
now and earns Rs.3000-4000
monthly. He aspires to expand his
business and hire people for the
same, go even farther to start a
shop on the highway for repairing
tires of trucks etc.

COVID 19 RELIEF EFFORTS
In the Year 2020, Covid 19 came stealthily and became a pandemic around the world with
not many people knowing what it was and there was no known cure..It caught people and
communities off guard and since continues to be a roller coaster ride for everyone. It
displaced lives and took away livelihoods and Persons with Disabilities were the most
vulnerable people during this time. They lost sources of income and also the support
systems, people they were dependent on, people to support and care for them.
To help and offer relief to affected Specially Abled People, VOSAP launched its Covid 19
Relief efforts. This initiative was launched in April 2020. VOSAP is committed to do
whatever is possible to help Divyangjan so our volunteers came together and collectively
discussed the options.They came up with the idea of dispensing Grocery with PPE like
mask, soap, sanitizer etc. The kit contained 9 grocery items for 1 month and personal
protection/sanitation supplies like soap, sanitizer and mask as a “Divyangjan kit”.
With generous donations of VOSAP volunteers from the US, India and UK along with 17
multinational companies who matched employee donations, VOSAP has so far helped
3,000+ Specially Abled People in 3 states of India (Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh
and Karnataka).
We salute our partners Blind People Association (Gujarat), SNEH (Madhya Pradesh) and
APD (Karnataka) for their invaluable and sincere efforts. We are thankful to our Volunteers
who extended their ‘Helping Hands’ in delivering these kits to Divyangjan. The happiness of
being able to help the helpless and the satisfaction that is derived is what motivates us to
keep putting efforts to do our best for the benefit of Specially Abled People.

VOSAP Annual Gala and Launch of Virtual Art Gallery
Voice of SAP launched the International Art Contest “VOSAP Art From Heart” in June
2020. It was a great success with participation of 4,200+ artists from 53 countries and
ultimately an international panel of 8 judges found 50 winners from 24 countries using
the online platform of VOSAP.
The VOSAP Annual Gala and Award ceremony was organized virtually on Dec 5 to
announce and felicitate the winners of the contest. This live event was hosted by VOSAP
youth Ambassador, singer and multi-talented Sparsh Shah. Ms Jessica Cox, who is the
world’s 1st licensed pilot with no arms, was the motivational guest speaker. Over 5,000
people watched it on social media platforms, and they all were very inspired by the soulful
singing of Sparsh and the life story of Jessica.
In a letter sent to VOSAP Founder, Honorable Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra Modi
appreciated the VOSAP Art gallery and congratulated 50 Artists. Honorable Health
Minister of India Dr. HarshVardhan ji, Hon Social Justice Minister of India Dr Gehlot ji
appreciated the strategic importance of this initiative and graced the occasion with their
virtual presence.
Spiritual Leader of Pushti Margiya Vaishnav Parivar P.P. Shri Dwarkeshlalji Maharajshri,
donors like Shri Manubhai, Shri B U Patel, Shri Vasant Rathi and many others supported
this initiative and the matching fundraiser was a huge success.
On this occasion, VOSAP 3D Virtual Art
Gallery with exceptional artwork of
250 Artists was launched.

Dr. Harshvardhanji

Shri Thaawarchand Gehlotji, Minister for Social Justice & Empowerment

Sparsh Shah, Youth Ambassador, Voice of SAP

P.P. Shri Dwarkeshlalji Maharajshri

Jessica Cox, World's 1st Female pilot without Arms

50 winners of VOSAP Art from Heart contest 2020!
Rank

Name of Artist

Artist Category

Name of Artist

Artist Category

1

Trishita Kar

Child Artists (Primary School)

1

Souhardya Halder

Specially Abled Child Artists (Primary School)

2

Arunabha De

Child Artists (Primary School)

2

Nivriti Chennagiri

Specially Abled Child Artists (Primary School)

3

Pritha Chakraborty

Child Artists (Primary School)

3

Debashruti Sarma

Specially Abled Child Artists (Primary School)

1

Annya Anyesha Mishra

Child Artists (Middle School)

1

Aayush Kundal

Specially Abled Child Artists (Middle School)

2

Ayantika Mukherjee

Child Artists (Middle School)

2

Dhrov Tikoo

Specially Abled Child Artists (Middle School)

3

Aadhaya Guddadakeri

Child Artists (Middle School)

3

Priyal Jain

Specially Abled Child Artists (Middle School)

1

Shriyanshi Moharana

Child Artists (High School)

1

Saili Jadhav

Specially Abled Child Artists (High School)

2

Meemansa Singh

Child Artists (Primary School)

2

Abhilasha Kuba

Specially Abled Child Artists (High School)

3

Sree pranathi Mamidi

Child Artists (Primary School)

3

Joyal K Biju

Specially Abled Child Artists (High School)

1

Aritra Dey

Adult Artists

1

Sviatlana Kapitan

Specially Abled Adult Artists

2

Czarina Jas Rabenes

Adult Artists

2

Garima Nath

Specially Abled Adult Artists

3

Gauravi Alave

Adult Artists

3

Kartik Vyas

Specially Abled Adult Artists

1

Rajendra Dindorkar

Professional Artists

1

Chetan Pashilkar

Specially Abled Professional Artists

2

Dr. Bibhuty Adhikary

Professional Artists

2

Adarsh Baji

Specially Abled Professional Artists

3

B Lavanya

Professional Artists

3

Manas Kumar Das

Specially Abled Professional Artists

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Name of Artist
Kseniia Grigor
Nuraly Orynbasar
Arnab Barua
Jacqueline Ogolla
Maria Binte Azad
Ahana Agarwal
Alona Novika
John Peter Lowot
TRAN KHANH VAN DOAN
Rustam Makhkamov
Lucas Kinceler
Afshan Quraishi
Jazmine Cabaluna
Alexey Adonin
Almas Rasheed
GLORIA KEH
Adriana-Mihaela Tomescu
Kudsia Begum Dalia
Tuan Ngoc Phan
Monika Diak

Rank

Country
Russia
Kazakhstan
Germany
Kenya
Finland
Denmark
Latvia
Uganda
Vietnam
Uzbekistan
Brazil
United Arab Emirates
Canada
Israel
Pakistan
Singapore
United Kingdom
Bangladesh
Vietnam
Australia

city
Moscow
Atirau
Braunschweig
Nairobi
Vantaa
Gentofte
Riga
Kotido
Ho Chi Minh City
Tashkent
Florianopolis
Dubai
Coquitlam
Jerusalem
Lahore
Singapore
Matlock
Chattagam
Ha noi
Sydney

VOSAP IN MEDIA
VOSAP Advocacy of changing narrative of disability, focusing on “Ability” of disabled people
to mainstream them, compassionate capitalism and innovative initiatives, digital tools of
VOSAP has huge potential for making this world a better place for millions of Specially
Abled People. Media partners play a very important role to achieve this goal.
In 2020, VOSAP organized various programs including Art Contest, VOSAP Research
Internship program, Covid19 Relief efforts, VOSAP Annual Gala and Award ceremony and
launched 3D Virtual Art Gallery on the theme of ‘DISABILITY’. These activities were
covered under various Digital and Print Media in the US and India, which helped create
large scale awareness, a key objective of VOSAP mission without incurring any cost for
media coverage.
VOSAP leveraged FaceBook and Instagram to promote Art contest on disability to 50+
countries and this was a huge success, case study as how social media can promote the
worthy causes to help outreach, globally.
Here are details about VOSAP media coverage in 2020.

Television
DoorDarshan News (DD News TV), which has the highest reach across India relayed 30
minutes of interview with VOSAP Founder during prime time with a couple repeat
broadcasts on Dec 3, International Day of Persons with Disabilities.
The video is available on youtube.

Newspapers
Many mainstream
newspapers and digital
media covered VOSAP Art
Gallery to promote inclusion.
India : The Indian Express,
DailyHunt, India News Live
and many local newspapers
from Kerala to Jammu and
KAshmir, covering VOSAP
artists, winners.
United States: IndiaWest,
DailyTrojan, IndicaNews etc.

Television:

Magazine and Print Media
Hollywood Monthly: Mission VOSAP covered by 'Hollywood Monthly' under the
theme 'Celebrating Diversity in the Entertainment Industry' featuring a 4 Page Article
(Page 28-31) on The World's First Virtual Art Gallery on the theme 'DISABILITY' by
Voice of SAP.

Social Media
Facebook and Instagram handles of Voice of SAP reached 2 Million people promoting
inclusion and accessibility.

VOSAP Financials
Voice of SAP has 3 programs (Enablement, Advocacy and Technology Platform) which are widely supported
by our generous donors. In 2020, due to COVID19 pandemic, we added 4 th program on temporary basis to
provide grocery and Personal protection kits to poor Specially Abled People in India.
Many of our volunteers are donors too, which has helped enormously to drive unique impact, connect with
cause of Voice of SAP...ensuring every $ donated is utilized for the intended program. In future, we certainly
anticipate to hire employees with compassion to expand our impact but because of significant leverage of
volunteer’s pro-bono efforts and partner organization like BPA, we will remain one of few non-profit
organizations with very low overhead expenses.
“$100 can change 1 life of SAP in India!”. This program is supported by hundreds of volunteers and donors.
In 2020, we expanded enablement program to include surgical interventions. Till end of 2020, 2,000
Specially Abled People are enabled.
VOSAP Art from Heart initiative as part of advocacy program to promote awareness about disability touched
hearts of many donors too. VOSAP raised $100,000 from 3 sponsors (Shri Manubhai Shah of Sarv Mangal
Family Trust, Shri B U Patel of Tarsadia Foundation and Shri Vasant Rathi). Additionally on Dec 5, Shri
Manubhai gave challenge of $ to $ matching for money raised in 24 hours, which added another $200,000.
VOSAP impact is expected grow much more in 2021 and beyond with these donations.
Our goals, opportunity for all of us is global outreach, very large and scalable programs with VOSAP
technology platform to expand our impact. With support of corporate donors, CSR funds, growing base
of inspired strategic donors, patrons, promoters, advocates, supporters and friends, we collectively
have potential for significant contribution to “Transform the world for our Specially Abled People”.

donors
VOSAP has inspired hundreds of donors to enable its programs of Empowering Specially
Abled People. We thank everyone for their generous donations.

Patron’s Circle
Tarsadia Foundation (Shri Bhikhubhai and Pushpaben Patel) | Sarva Mangal Family Trust (Shri
Manubhai and Rikaben Shah)

PROMOTERS
Vasant and Prabha Rathi Foundation | Pranav and Usha Desai | Yogesh M Patel | Manoj & Tejal Mehta
| Benevity Fund | Rita and Rohit Doshi | Ramesh Shah | The Uka Solanki Foundation | Agarwal Family
Foundation (Avadhesh and Uma Agarwal)

ADVOCATES
S.R.A.I. (Ajeet and Surbhi Shah) | Jasvant Modi | Varite Inc (Adarsh Katyal) | Canyon Plastics (Kirit
and Neelam Gajera) | Malay and Avani Shah | Nilesh Thakkar| Rajendra & Manjri Dhami | Raj & Lina
Shah | Raj Rana Family Charitable Fund | Robb Rasmussen | Piyushbhai Desai (Waghbakri Tea) | Sudha
and Ramesh Parekh Charitable Fund (Siddharth Kadia) | Anil and Madhvi Aggarwal Charity Fund | Dr
Anjana and Vikram Kamdar Family Fund | Harisinh and Mina Chauhan | Sanjay Agrawal | Sohil Maru |
Ushakant and Irma Thakkar | Venkatasubramanian Santhanaraman

SUPPORTERS
Rohit Shah | Kalpesh Desai | Dr Mahesh Wadher | Hart Charities (Rajubhai and Jagruti Patel) Vikas
Desai | Dr. B. S. Gupta | Shruti Desai | Kiillol Kamdar | Jevandhara Foundation | ISCOPI | Network
for Good | Kasturee and Deba Mohapatra| Sanjay Desai | Pinakin Pathak | Ramesh and Harsha
Pandya | Dr Divyang Patel | Dr Bharatbhai H. Shah | Gaman Patel | Govind R Vaghashia | Indravadan
Shah | MD | Bharat Patel | Dinker Shah | Mr. Vasant Keny | The Happiest Minds | Kirit Shah | Hetal
and Hitesh Desai | Khyati Desai | Dr Nitin Sumant Shah | Infostretch | Venus Group (Kirit Patel) |
Crowdrise | Gainsville Indian Association | Nimish Sevak | Samit Shah | Girish Shah | Maunil Mehta |
Brijesh Jain | Girish Patel | Harshal Parikh | Milind Pasari | Rutesh and Mona Shah | Sanjay Parikh
| Mahesh and Mrunalini Bhatt | Arvind & Jayshri Mehta Family Foundation | Hiten Desai | Indrabhai &
Shilaben Gandhi | Naresh Bhakta | Prakash and Subhadra Patel | The Shah Family Living Trust

Certifying organization to recognize volunteers with President's Volunteer Service Award

GOALS OF 2021
Increase usage of VOSAP digital
tools for accessibility and
inclusion with schools,
county, corporates

Expand VOSAP Collegiate program,
conduct 7-10 Research Projects in
Disability Sector
Launch VOSAP Ignite program for
volunteering among high school
students

Grow registered volunteer
base to 12,000+ volunteers

Expand enablement program with
assistive devices with online
application on VOSAP

Change 2000+ lives of SAP (Person with
Disabilities) by enabling them with Assistive
devices and/or Surgical Intervention

Help selected PwD with
scholarships

25,000+ places rated for
accessibility using Mobile App

SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS
700+ lives changed with Assistive Devices & Surgical
Intervention in 2020 bringing the total to more than 2000 +
till date
Launched world’s 1st Virtual Art Gallery of 250 Artworks
on theme of ‘DISABILITY'
Developed VOSAP Art platform for global virtual art
contest where 4,200 Artists from 52 Countries
participated, inspired to think about disability for
creating artwork
Supported 3,000+ Persons with Disabilities due to Covid-19
pandemic with grocery and PPE kits
The base of registered volunteers grew to 9,800+ in 2020
compared to 8,400 in 2019
2 MN+ people outreach on social media

Message, Appreciation letter by Honorable Prime Minister of
India for online 3D VOSAP Art Gallery
“VOSAP” the Public Utility App for Accessibility reached
14,000+ places rated for accessibility (activity severely
impacted by COVID 19 pandemic in 2020)
Expanded youth engagement in the US with the launch of VOSAP
Collegiate
Engaged 3,000+ Youth (college going students) with 15+
Universities (U.C. Berkeley, USC, Nirma University – India, etc.) to
volunteer with VOSAP
Represented VOSAP at United Nations during 58th conference on
Social Development
Raised $200,000 within 1 day with $ to $ match by strategic
donor Shri Manubhai Shah
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